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Signaling pathwayAbstract The approach of current modern medicine towards human body system is solely molec-
ular and cellular. Despite the great efforts, current medicine has not been successful enough, and
spectrum of disorders has remained untreated. It emphasizes on the essential need for more careful
approach to the body system. Prior to the molecules and cells human body system has been com-
posed of countless of atomic and subatomic particles, considering laws of quantum physics and the
principles of chemistry the energy levels of energy photons of these particles play the most crucial
role in designing human body characteristics and conformations.In this hypothesis paper, we out-
line the novel approach towards human body system and concluded that exposing a form of energy
to the energy photons of the subatomic particles in one of the molecules of oxygen bound to phos-
phor in phosphate group would be beneficial therapeutic method regarding all types of cancers,
refuting concerns of variety of gene mutations and signaling cascades engaged with engendering
and progression of various types of cancers.
 2015 Tehran University of Medical Sciences. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).2 9235.
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Focus of current modern medicine is laid on the concept that
human body system is composed of multitude of cells and
molecules, a core problem in this molecular and cellular
approach is lack of success in curing spectrum of diseases
and disorders such as cancers, indicating the imperfection of
molecular and cellular approach towards human body system.
In this hypothesis paper, we outline the novel approach
towards body system known as ‘‘Post Modern Medicine”,
and foresee the future of this new approach.
The idea behind this hypothesis is the fact that human body
system is composed of countless of atomic and subatomic par-
ticles, considering laws of quantum physics and principles of
chemistry, the energy levels of atomic and subatomic photons
of energy deemed to be crucial in forming the final character-
istics of atoms, molecules and ions conformation and stability.
It means that the subatomic particles play the most pivotal role
in stabilizing body status.
Ions are atoms or group of atoms with a positive or nega-
tive charge. Forming cations and anions is in consequence of
losing or gaining the electron(s), which basically is ensued from
alteration in energy levels of energy photons of atomic and
subatomic particles. These are indispensible significant provi-
sions for multitude of vital mechanisms such as oxidation
and reduction, and spectrum of physiologic signaling path-
ways, chief among them is phosphorylation which has been
known as undergirding most physiologic process including
cancers, endocrine action, immune response, behavior and
neurologic mechanisms and cardiovascular system [9,4].
Considering the indispensible role of energy alteration in
the subatomic energy photons in human body system, our
enthusiasm fostered for ushering in a new therapeutic strate-
gies regarding spectrum of diseases and disorders. Briefly
speaking in this new strategy, energy would be exposed toward
the specific atom or subatomic particles to alter the energy
level of photons aimed at hampering unnecessary signaling
pathways or launching the diminished necessary signaling
pathways, knocking down the mutated genes and proteins with
aberrant disease promoting structures. While we send a form
of energy as a therapeutic agent and the therapeutic target is
photons of energy, then there is no risk of chemical interac-
tions while chemical interactions have been remained a chal-
lenge in current modern medicine and pharmacology. Atoms
are less diverse beyond compared with molecules and cells,
thereby for targeting the atomic particles, less therapeutic
modalities are needed to be developed. This means less cost
and less time-consuming scientific progression.Cancer: As an example for ‘‘energy-based medicine’’
Herein, we describe the outline of therapeutic strategies in
‘‘energy-based medicine” regarding the cancer, aimed to
get a brief overview of this new field of medical sciences.
Cancer is the general name for group of more than 100 dif-
ferent diseases. Evidences indicted that cancer is caused by
sequential alteration in several oncogenes, tumor-suppressorgenes, or microRNA genes, subsequently leads to aberrant sig-
naling pathways and changes in the structure of encoded pro-
tein [2]. Several therapeutic methods have been and being
developed regarding cancer therapy based on current cellular
and molecular approach to body system [3,5–8,10],
while many types of cancers have not been successfully treated
yet.
Herein we briefly review the nucleotides and genome struc-
ture. In RNA (ribonucleic acid) and DNA (deoxy ribonucleic
acid) structure; nucleotides chemically bind to each other, this
chemical bind has been known as polyanion backbone, com-
posed of a repeating phosphodiester bonds, which are targets
of degrading nucleases. The phosphate backbone plays a piv-
otal role in structural integrity of DNA and RNA ([1],
www.nature.com/scitable/definition/phosphate-backbone-273).
The idea behind the post-modern energy-based therapeutic
modality is the pivotal role of energy and subsequent electrical
charge of atoms and molecules in regulating body system.
Thereby we contend that targeting energy to genome back-
bone, and subsequent energy elevation of atomic and sub-
atomic particles would induce gene knockdown.
The promising concept is that, while we targeting the
energy photons of the genome backbone aimed at taking apart
the sequences, definitely the sequence diversity would not be of
importance anymore. We predict that in genome backbone,
one of the oxygenes in the phosphate group would be a suit-
able energy therapeutic target aimed at knocking down the
DNA integrity in the spectrum of mutated cells. Considering
that genome backbone is similar in all nucleotide sequences,
thereby one therapeutic modality would be efficacious
regarding different types of cancers caused by mutation in
various oncogenes. Thereby developing this new modality
would be more beneficial with less cost compared with current
therapeutic modalities, since there is no need to develop
different drugs and therapeutic methods or even vaccines for
each cancer, a specific amount of energy could be exposed,
aimed at knocking down the genome backbone in various
types of cancer cells, because the atomic structure of the
genome backbone is similar in all various nucleotide
sequences, which means that the energy levels of all the sub-
atomic particles in different genome sequences are stable.
Thereby we highly recommend that attempts should be made
to exert this potential therapeutic principle to circumvent
mutation diversity regarding cancer cells. If mutation takes
place in tumor-suppressor gene then ions of following aberrant
signaling pathways could be targeted by energy aimed at
hampering the unnecessary signaling pathway, and finally, if
the mutation occurs in microRNA genes, it leads to overex-
pression of that microRNA targeted gene, thereby this gene
or subsequent unnecessary signaling pathways could be tar-
geted by therapeutic energy agents aimed at being knocked
down.
Dissecting the pathophysiology of cancer, we postulated
that cancer basically is caused by alteration in energy levels
of atomic and subatomic photons of energy, which leads to
structural changes in some types of molecules including
nucleotides leading to mutation and then induced some mole-
cules which engender robust unusual deleterious signaling
pathway cascades, chief among them are (signal transducers
Overview box:
First question: What do we already know about the
subject?
The pivotal role of subatomic particles in chemical and
physiologic mechanism has been illustrated. And chang-
ing the energy levels of subatomic particles is now practi-
cable in physics
Second question: What does your proposed theory add to
current knowledge available and what benefits does it have?
It could be fruitful to develop less diverse therapeutic
modalities (since atoms are less diverse than molecules),
with less adverse side effects and with no pharmaceutical
interventions
Third question: Among numerous available studies, what
special further study is proposed for testing the idea?
For further studies in this regard several questions
should be answered, the most important ones are: How
much energy is needed for hampering a specific unneces-
sary signaling pathway or launch a specific diminished
necessary signaling pathway. How therapeutic energy
could be guided toward targeted atom.
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factor) HIF-1a, ROS (reactive oxygen species), and ERK
(extracellular signal-regulated kinase). Phosphorylation is a
chief chemical event to induce this molecules and subsequent
signaling pathways.
Phosphorylation is the addition of a phosphate group to
the organic molecules ensued from alteration in energy levels
of subatomic particles. There are myriad of phosphorylation
sites in any cell while in all of them the energy alteration is
fixed, since they are all the same process named phosphoryla-
tion and from the energy point of view, it is not of importance
in which site and in which cells it is taking place. In this novel
therapeutic modality, we predict that subatomic particles of
one of the oxygens of phosphate group could be a good ther-
apeutic target candidate. Atoms are less diverse beyond com-
pare, a very limited number of atoms are forming spectrum
of various molecules and cell types thereby in energy-based
medicine less therapeutic modalities are needed to be
developed.
As we discussed, exposing a form of energy to energy
photons of subatomic particles in one of the molecules of
oxygen bound to phosphor, whether in DNA backbone or
in phosphorylation mechanism, would be a beneficial thera-
peutic method regarding all types of cancers, refuting con-
cerns of variety of gene mutations and signaling cascades
engaged with engendering and progression of various types
of cancers.Conclusion
Putting together in a clear format, molecular and cellular
approach towards human body system has not been successful
enough, since still spectrum of disorders has been remained
untreated. This emphasizes on the essential need for more care-
ful approach. Science is an endless search for the truth and
there is no finality in the science. Prior to the molecules and
cells human body system has been composed of countless
atomic and subatomic particles, and the energy levels of energy
photons of these particles play the most crucial role in design-
ing human body characteristics and conformations. This new
approach would guide us towards more mysterious unknown
interesting events in the body system. For instance, what
exactly happens in the subatomic particles resulting in a speci-
fic nucleotide sequence, or how these energy levels are being
altered, which leads to different types of mutations! This new
medical approach has opened series of new doors towards
the mysterious world of human body. Developing this modal-
ity needs a relentless enterprise to pave the clinical develop-
ment and bypass the imperfection of current cellular and
molecular medicine. Indeed in the beginning, the close cooper-
ation with quantum mechanic physicists is needed, as pro-
gresses been developed some more fields in the medical
sciences are needed aimed at major breakthroughs in the
energy-based medicine arena. Students of medical sciences
should have more information regarding atomic and sub-
atomic particles of human body, thereby new fields such as
‘‘Atomic and Subatomic Genetics”, ‘‘Atomic and Subatomic
Biology”, ‘‘Atomic and Subatomic Physiology” would be
essential fields for greater gains and developments in medical
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